
„Casa Carruba“ follows an inspiration to create 
houses with a soul.  

The vision of  Casa con Anima envisions living space of  
comfort, well-being and harmony bringing to life the 
modesty that characterized the original, local builders of  
another epoch. The house tells you its story painted in 
irregular lines, river stones, warm colors, niches and 
arches. Simplicity, charming details, no unnecessary 
luxury are the essential elements of  this town-house in 
Vidracco, close to Damanhur.  

The house can be heated with local wood, besides methane, and 
the beds are hand made by Damanhurian craftsmen.  

Casa Carruba is a low emission house thanks to the building 
materials and ecological cleaning systems.  

The water filter system in the kitchen provides superb drinking 
water quality.  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The kitchen is equipped with a 4-light gas kitchen, fridge, washing 
machine, dish washer, plates and pans for cooking.  

A general switch allows to turn off  all electricity in the room to 
avoid electro smog during your sleep.  

The walls inside are painted in lime, to create a healthy indoor 
climate.  

• You are welcome to use the dining room and kitchen.  

• There are two toilets/bathrooms, one with a shower. To be 
shared amongst the guests.  

• Please keep the common spaces in order, leaving personal 
belongings in your room - if  you are sharing the house with 
others guests.  

• If  you break something, please tell me and possibly replace the 
item or otherwise leave the amount necessary to do so.  

• For safety reasons, please do not light the wooden cooker nor 
fires in the oven or fire place!  

Casa con Anima is dear to me and I hope the same will be true for 
you! warm regards Capra

*additional 70€ for end cleaning - unless you want to do this yourself. 

** for members of  the school of  meditation 

rate per night Loft Bedroom Entire house  
(max. 6 people)

shared single shared single min. 2 days

regular 35 € 50 € 28 € 35 € 90 €*

reduced** 28 € 40 € 23 € 28 € 90 €*
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